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OVERVIEW
License Dashboard Data Cleanse EXE & MSI are tools which allow Audit Partners to perform data
cleansing on software install data for their clients.

License Dashboard Limited is a trading subsidiary of the Blenheim Group.

p: License Dashboard Limited, Blenheim House, York Road, Pocklington, York, YO42 1NS - UK

t: +44 845 265 1217 (UK/International)

t: 1-855-773-3404 (US & Canada)

f: +44 845 265 1219

e: info@licensedashboard.com

License Dashboard Limited is a company registered in England and Wales, with company number
06599902 and VAT number GB 755 3490 15

Purpose and Scope
This help documentation is designed to get you up and running with Data Cleanse EXE and Data
Cleanse MSI as quickly as possible.

This guide provides a brief overview of how you can set up Data Cleanse EXE and Data Cleanse MSI.
It will provide an overview of the basic data cleanse process. More detailed help and support is
available in the Data Cleanse EXE & MSI User Guides.
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PREPARATION

PREPARATION
Installation
Data Cleanse EXE and Data Cleanse MSI are installed by License Dashboard engineers for our
partners. This includes installing the license key to enable the software for use.

Database Creation
Data Cleanse EXE and Data Cleanse MSI require a SQL database to store and access the software
install data. This will be created during the installation of the Data Cleanse EXE and Data Cleanse MSI
software.

Dictionaries
Data Cleanse EXE and Data Cleanse MSI use a dictionary to match EXE and MSI signatures to
products and manufacturers. This dictionary is installed as a part of the software install process.
License Dashboard regularly update the dictionary and make it available to download on the License
Dashboard forum. This allows customers to regularly update their Data Cleanse EXE and Data
Cleanse MSI dictionary to get the latest EXE and MSI data. Please refer to the Data Cleanse EXE User
Manual and Data Cleanse MSI User Manual for details on how to update the dictionary.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
A software discovery tool such as License Dashboard Discovery is used to build a list of EXE and MSI
signatures installed on devices in an organization. This data is used to create Audit Runs within Data
Cleanse EXE and Data Cleanse MSI for your clients. Over time, audit runs show a history of the
software installed and changed across your clients organization.

Audit run data is cleansed within Data Cleanse EXE & MSI and then exported as a single install
summary file. This file is then imported into the clients License Manager database and is ready to be
assigned to licenses to ensure compliance with software licensing requirements.

Two programs are used to perform the Data Cleanse process on behalf of your clients.

1. Data Cleanse EXE
2. Data Cleanse MSI

The following steps are taken to cleanse software install data for multiple clients within the Data
Cleanse EXE & MSI software.

1. Add clients
2. Import EXE data into Data Cleanse EXE
3. Cleanse EXE data and perform Match All
4. Import MSI data into Data Cleanse MSI
5. Cleanse MSI data and perform Match All
6. Cross reference EXE and MSI data and export data

Open Data Cleanse EXE and Data Cleanse MSI from the Windows Start Menu.
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Data Cleanse EXE
Adding Clients
You can add multiple clients to Data Cleanse EXE. This allows you to group your Audit data by client.

1. Open Data Cleanse EXE.
2. Click Audit Clients. The Clients tab is added to the Data Cleanse EXE window.

3. Click Add. The Audit Client window is displayed.

4. Type a Client Name.
5. Click Add. The client is added to the list.
6. Repeat the process to add further clients.

Importing EXE Audit Runs
EXE signature data is imported from an XML file into Data Cleanse EXE. This creates a new Audit Run
which is assigned to a client and given a date. Over time, Audit Runs build up to show changes to the
software installed across the clients organization.

1. ClickMaintenance > Audit Runs > Import Audit Data or press F4. The Import Audit Data
window is displayed.
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2. Click Browse. Navigate to where the EXE data file is saved. Select it and click Open.
3. Select a Client from the drop down list.
4. Type the Audit Run Name.
5. Select a Date for the data in the Audit Run
6. Click OK. The progress of the import is displayed in the Import Progress tab. The Final Stats

tab is displayed when the import is complete.
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l An XML file is generated to show any audit data within the import file which has been
rejected. Click the link to view the details.

l The Import Progress tab will also display any other errors which occurred during the import
process.

7. Click Done.

Cleansing EXE data
The Data Cleanse process is used to map EXE and MSI signatures to products and manufacturers in
the dictionary. This helps to identify the exact software installed on a device and what licensing is
required.

Data Cleanse EXE is used to map EXE signatures to products in the dictionary. The left hand column
is used to access the main data cleanse features.
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1. Select a Client. The Audit Runs for the client are made available in the Audit Run field.
2. Select an Audit Run. Statistics for the Audit Run are displayed.

The Edit Audit Run and Predictive Cleanse tabs are used to cleanse the Audit Run Data.

Edit Audit Run
The Edit Audit Run tab displays the EXE files discovered on devices in the Audit Run.
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All devices in the Audit Run are listed in the top left section of the tab. The table also shows how
many EXE files have been found on the device and how many of the EXE files have not yet been
mapped to products in the dictionary.

When you select a device, the EXE files are displayed in the folder tree below. The tree matches
how the files are organized on the device and allows you to browse through the files to view the
EXE files. Unmapped EXE signatures are marked with a red cross. When you select an EXE file,
details are displayed in the File Details section.

The Products section is used to map EXE files to the dictionary. Select a file and type in the first field
to search the dictionary for the matching product. The EXE file can be mapped as:

l A New Product.
l A New Version of a product.
l A New Element of an existing product. EXE files can be mapped as primary or secondary

elements.

Predictive Cleanse
The Predictive Cleanse tab is also used to map EXE files to products in the dictionary. This tab
operates in a similar way to the Edit Audit Run tab, but with some additional features to identify and
map the EXE files.
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All EXE files in the Audit Run are listed in the top left section of the tab. The table also shows the file
size, the number of times this EXE file has been discovered on devices in the audit run and the path
to where the file is saved. Filters are available to display types of EXE file and the path to where the
file is saved. For example, you could filter the table to just show Unmatched Known EXE files which
are saved under the Program Files folder on the devices.

When you select a file, it is displayed in the folder tree below. Other EXE files with the same name
are also displayed in the table at the top right of the tab. This allows you to compare similar EXE files
and decide if they are for the same product.

EXE file details are displayed in the File details section, and the Products section displays products in
the dictionary which have been mapped to other EXE files with the same name. This allows you to
compare the details of the discovered EXE file with mapped EXE files and decide if they should be
mapped to the same product. The EXE file can be added as a New Product, a New Version of a
product or a New Element of an existing product.

Match All
It is important to perform aMatch All after you have mapped EXE files to products in the dictionary.
This process is available in both the Edit Audit Run tab and Predictive Cleanse tab.

When you map individual EXE files to products in the dictionary, the change is only applied to the
device you were working on. When you click Match All, the mapping is replicated across all devices
with the same unmapped EXE file. This saves you from having to repeat the same mapping process
for multiple devices.
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Data Cleanse MSI
Importing MSI Audit Runs
MSI signature data is imported from an XML file into Data Cleanse MSI. This creates a new Audit Run
for the MSI data. The Audit run is assigned to a client and given a date in order to build up a history.

1. Open Data Cleanse MSI.
2. Click Audits. The Audits tab is displayed.
3. Click Import MSI Audit Data in the Tasks list. The Import MSI Audit Data window is displayed.

4. Click Browse. Navigate to where the MSI data file is saved. Select it and click Open.
5. Select a Client from the drop down list.
6. Type the Audit Run Name.
7. Click Import. The progress of the import is displayed. A message is displayed when the

import is complete.
8. Click Close. The details of the MSI Audit Run are displayed in the Audits Tab.

Cleansing MSI Data
Data Cleanse MSI is used to map MSI signatures to products in the dictionary. When the mapping is
complete, the MSI Audit Run needs to be cross referenced with the EXE Audit Run
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Audit Runs
The Audit Runs menu shows the Client and MSI Audit Run you are working on.

1. Select a Client. The Audit Runs for the client are made available in the Audit Run field.
2. Select an Audit Run. Statistics for the Audit Run are displayed below.

The Product Mapping Tab
The Product Mapping tab displays all the MSI signature files discovered on devices in the Audit Run.
The table in the top right of the tab displays the MSI files. This table can be filtered to show MSI files
by manufacturer and whether they have been mapped to products in the dictionary.

When you select an MSI file, the file details are displayed in the Current Product section. The
Dictionary section looks for manufacturer details in the MSI file to predict which product it should
be mapped to. The MSI file can be mapped to a Product, or as a Secondary product file, or mapped
as a New Product or New Version of an existing product.

Match All
It is important to perform aMatch All after you have mapped MSI files to products in the dictionary.
This task is available in the Audits tab.

When you map individual MSI files to products in the dictionary, the change is only applied to the
device you were working on. When you click Match All, the same mapping is replicated across all
devices with the same unmapped MSI file. This saves you from having to repeat the same mapping
process for multiple devices.

Cross Referencing and Exporting Audits

Cross Referencing Audits
Both Data Cleanse EXE and Data Cleanse MSI are used to cleanse raw data to find out which
products are installed on devices in an Audit Run. This is based on the EXE file data and the MSI file
data discovered using a software discovery tool. After the data has been cleansed, the EXE Audit
Run can be cross referenced with the MSI Audit Run to ensure that editions and the installation
media of products have been identified. This function is available in the Audits tab in Data Cleanse
MSI.

1. Click Cross Reference Audits. The Cross Reference Audits window is displayed.
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2. Select the Target Audit To Update. This should be the EXE Audit you want to cross
reference with the Current Audit.

3. Click Update. A progress bar is displayed. A message is displayed when the process is
complete.

4. Click Close. Or click Export to begin the export process.

Exporting Audit Runs
When the Data Cleanse process is complete, the data can be exported. This is exported as an install
summary, which does not include all of the EXE and MSI file data. This exports a list of products
which are installed on all devices in the Audit Run. The data can be limited to show installed
products by manufacturer or only show licensable products. The data can be imported into a
License Manager database to manage the licensing requirements.

The Install Summary can be exported from the Audit tab in Data Cleanse MSI.

1. Click Export Install Summary. The Installs Summary Export window is displayed. The Audit
Run is displayed in the title bar.

2. Click Browse. Navigate to where you want to save the file, name it and click Save.
3. Select aManufacturer to only export an install summary of products by the manufacturer.

l Select All Products to export all products by the manufacturer.
l Select Licensable Products Only to export licensable products by the manufacturer.

4. Click Export. A progress bar is displayed. A message is displayed when the process is
complete.

5. Click Close.
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SUPPORT

Support
Support website: www.licensedashboard.com

Telephone UK/International: +441904 562333

Telephone US/Canada: 1-855-773-3404

Email: support@licensedashboard.com

Address: License Dashboard Limited, Blenheim House, York Road, Pocklington, York YO42 1NS

Online resources
l Share your thoughts and views in the License Dashboard Forum. Get the latest news,

development schedules and technical details. Share your wish lists and questions, and
communicate with other users.

http://www.licensedashboard.com/forums/

l Download the latest patch versions of the software, including the latest dictionary definition
updates. You can log in using your forum username and password.

http://www.licensedashboard.com/LatestDownloads/Login.aspx
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